The Zhdanov-Trubnikov equation describing wrinkled premixed flames is studied, using pole-decompositions as starting points. Its one-parameter (1 c 1) nonlinearity generalizes the Michelson-Sivashinsky equation (c=0) to a stronger Darrieus-Landau instability. The shapes of steady flame crests (or periodic cells) are deduced from Laguerre (or Jacobi) polynomials when c  1, which numerical resolutions confirm. Large wrinkles are analysed via a pole density: adapting results of Dunkl relates their shapes to the generating function of Meixner-Pollaczek polynomials, which numerical results confirm for 1<c0 (reduced stabilization). Although locally ill-behaved if c>0 (over-stabilization) such analytical solutions can yield accurate flame shapes for 0 c 0.6. Open problems are invoked.
Introduction.
The flames propagating into premixed gaseous reactants -be they molecular [1] or nuclear Acknowledging that 1   implies a weak DL instability, Sivashinsky's analysis [5] provided the first systematic weakly-nonlinear description of the local amplitude  of wrinkling: a companion numerical work [6] confirmed that the (Michelson-) Sivashinsky , and incorporating higher orders in  is of interest. The two subleading orders just gave the MS equation modified coefficients [7] - [9] . At the next one a new quadratic non-linearity appears in the equation for  , but another order only changes coefficients therein [10] . A non-linearity of same type first appeared in (1) O   amplitudeexpansion derivations of an equation for  , where a small flame slope is postulated [11] [12] .
If a single space coordinate is retained, the Zhdanov-Trubnikov (ZT) type of equation [11] so obtained for slow spontaneous evolutions of front wrinkles has the (rescaled) form:
satisfied [14] . Attention is presently restricted to steady flame shapes. Only two types thereof are to be considered, 2 
For the "steady" ZT equation to be fulfilled the | | 1
:
where
number N of pole pairs in (2) is constrained by the inequality 1 2 coth( ( )) 1
, but is otherwise arbitrary. The speed V  
As when 0 c  [13] , the only known exact result is then obtained by summing (6) 
Isolated crests.
For reasons that shall gradually emerge, isolated crests with 0 c  are considered first. The simplest of them has 1 N  . Equation (6) 
According to a classical work of Stieltjes [15] such leading order 2 / :
zeros of the associated Laguerre polynomial 
Numerical resolutions of (6) (9),
since well separated poles ( ) (12), and soon get themselves slaved to ( , 0)
The front shape is then
it has a spike on top of the smoother pattern governed by (12) that in fine monitors its varying height and width.
3.2: Large crests.
Steady poles get packed when N   ,
 measures the number of poles with 'altitudes' in ( , ) B B dB  [13] . In this continuous approximation of (6) the pole density pertaining to isolated crests obeys the singular integral equation: 
The normalization may also be assumed to satisfy:
We anticipate that such symmetries still hold when 0 c  . Trigonometric identities [e.g. (17) and 
Periodic cells.
To analyse 2 -periodic patterns one again starts with N =1, in which case (3)(4) 
Another result of Stieltjes [15] says that such k C 's coincide with the zeros of a Jacobi ( ', '') 1 Equation (3) also simplifies for 1 k  , giving (23)) is used.
The flame shape then obeys (9)(10) with 
4.2: Large cells.
In the large-N limit the neutral-to-actual wavelength ratio  must be small, for compatibility with 
The identity 
which formally coincides with (13), except for the provisionally unknown constant 1 F  .
One can nevertheless transpose the result on isolated crests as:
where now .
where (1 ) 
Numerical resolutions of (3) A fuller treatment should also describe the 2-tip wrinkles resembling experiments [1] that (1) often produces if endowed with Neumann conditions (2 unlike pole-rows per cell [13] [20] ).
